Interaction of urea with amino acids: implications for urea-induced protein denaturation.
The molecular mechanism of urea-induced protein denaturation is not yet fully understood. Mainly two opposing mechanisms are controversially discussed, according to which either hydrophobic, or polar interactions are the dominant driving force. To resolve this question, we have investigated the interactions between urea and all 20 amino acids by comprehensive molecular dynamics simulations of 22 tripeptides. Calculation of atomic contact frequencies between the amino acids and solvent molecules revealed a clear profile of solvation preferences by either water or urea. Almost all amino acids showed preference for contacts with urea molecules, whereas charged and polar amino acids were found to have slight preferences for contact with water molecules. Particularly strong preference for contacts to urea were seen for aromatic and apolar side-chains, as well as for the protein backbone of all amino acids. Further, protein-urea hydrogen bonds were found to be significantly weaker than protein-water or water-water hydrogen bonds. Our results suggest that hydrophobic interactions are the dominant driving force, while hydrogen bonds between urea and the protein backbone contribute markedly to the overall energetics by avoiding unfavorable unsatisfied hydrogen bond sites on the backbone. In summary, we suggest a combined mechanism that unifies the two current and seemingly opposing views.